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Abstract

Application of agile frameworks outside of the Software Engineering industry, where they are now a proven standard, is getting growing traction. Based on study of Agile in general and an in-depth analysis of six relevant case studies, we propose a lightweight agile process applicable in research groups in academia. We then present a case study of the Laboratory of Service Systems at Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, where we have successfully implemented it to significantly improve quality of advisory meetings (p=0.011), motivation of students (p=0.033), affinity to actively represent the laboratory (p=0.007), and overall satisfaction with membership (p=0.020), as indicated by anonymous attitude surveys of laboratory members.
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Introduction

Even though research is one of the most integral cornerstones of a developed society, management and coordination of work in academia is often inadequately addressed and not done in an evidence-based manner. Highly unpredictable and innovative work done by research laboratories puts all efforts of faculty to control chaos to a test, and many eventually regress back to infrequent, one-on-one meetings with students with ad-hoc, unplanned agendas.

Team collaboration is critical in research, as teams increasingly dominate solo authors in the production of knowledge across all fields in productivity, quality, and impact. [1] Benefits of research collaboration range from better use of existing resources to more opportunities for knowledge transfer, complexity management, and wider social impact through large-scale research projects. [2]

Scientific knowledge is produced collaboratively from diverse perspectives across academic branches and industries more than ever. This increase in collaboration is driven by a variety of factors, such as the importance of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research and gains from division of labor as a consequence of growing specialization. [3] Collaboration occurs across sectors and types of organizations, such as government-based research programs that usually emphasize multidisciplinary and applied research, or university-industry collaboration, which gives companies a competitive advantage from drawing knowledge and innovation from academia. [2, 4]

All of this collaboration growth is happening amidst the disruptive adoption of information technologies (IT). [5] Such technologies allow for decentralization and distribution of research, up to the emergence of so-called virtual teams, unprecedented in human history. [6, 7, 8] Moreover, IT has greatly improved access to knowledge, radically altering the whole social landscape and fast-tracking the shift towards a fast-changing knowledge economy. To name a few impactful effects of such development, we have increased transparency (and thus decreased information asymmetry), automation, or the aforementioned ability to distribute co-workers. Arguably most important among its effects is the ability to react swiftly to changing circumstances, on scales both small (such as a small team reacting to scientific findings...
in another country) and large (such as the massive worldwide reaction to COVID-19 pandemic). [9, 10]

Various approaches have been developed and tested to manage research groups effectively. [1, 11, 12, 13] One of the approaches that seem to be viable is inspired by the so-called agile paradigm, originating from Software Engineering. [2, 14, 15, 16, 17]

Agile and its effects will be studied throughout the whole thesis in various contexts.

The first chapter introduces Software Engineering and Agile, which has emerged therein as one of the work organization paradigms which fully embrace such variability and provide sought fast reaction times. Frameworks widely used, such as Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming, are explored.

The second chapter introduces research applications and academic context. Six different case studies of adoptions of Agile for managing research groups are systematically analyzed. The advantages and disadvantages of each approach are discussed and compared.

The final, third chapter presents a case study of designing our own agile way of working at research group at the Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, Czech Republic, in the Laboratory of Service Systems. We were able to successfully address low motivations to engage within the laboratory and improve effectivity of the laboratory head’s time with the proposed agile process.

The thesis is typeset in \LaTeX. Pictures were created in Microsoft Word \cite{18}, statistical analysis and inference were done in programming language R \cite{19}. 
1 Agile in Software Engineering

To effectively address highly complex problem of management of a research team in the following chapters, we will draw our inspiration in methods originally described within domain of Software Engineering. This chapter provides essential introduction to the domain, as well as project management\(^1\) practices therein.

The first section provides definition and context of Software Engineering. Concurrently with inception of Software Engineering, predictive processes (most notably Waterfall) were formulated. These approaches were based on the old, Taylorist industrial practices (see \([20]\)), and have quickly proven inadequate for all but the most known and repeated problems.

Second section presents overview, motivations, and essential principles of the opposing mindset and project management practice called Agile.

Third, fourth, and fifth sections then describe briefly three most widespread agile frameworks: Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming.

In the final, sixth section, we discuss the industrial and societal context in which Agile has broken free of Software Engineering-only context, becoming a hot topic in many other fields, including research groups, which we will continue to study in the following chapters.

1.1 Software Engineering

A computer is a functional unit that can perform arithmetic and logic computations without human intervention. Software is a collection of instructions telling a computer how to solve a certain task, and

---

1. Although Predictive and Agile are most often described as project management practices, both are understood as comprehensive mindsets, giving guidance not only on lifecycle of a software projects, but on management, “customer collaboration”, and so on.
2. A framework is a loose and incomplete (minimal) structure that leaves room for creative adaptation and other practices and tools to be included. A methodology is a prescriptive and well-defined (maximal) set of values, principles, tools, and practices that can be used to guide processes to achieve goals. \([21]\)
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combinations thereof.\textsuperscript{3} Associated work products, such as tests, data, and documentation, may also be part of software.\textsuperscript{[22]}

Programmer is any person giving such instructions to the computer. They are typically expressed in an artificial \textit{programming language}. The act of writing in a programming language is called coding or programming.\textsuperscript{[22]}

Software development is any process resulting in or modifying a software product, considered from its conception to termination of its use. Software maintenance is the part of software development done after its delivery, i.e. any process of modifying completed software, with purposes such as to correct defects, to improve performance, or to adapt the system to a changed environment or changed requirements.\textsuperscript{4} Software development usually includes activities such as requirements gathering, requirements analysis, system design, implementation, testing, documentation, and quality assurance.\textsuperscript{[22]}

Software development life cycle is a sequence of events and patterns that reveal themselves in the lifetime of software development instance. A software development life cycle model is a general, idealized abstraction, which connects software products sharing similar life cycles.

The simplest of all life cycle models is so-called code-and-fix model, predominant in 1950s and 1960s,\textsuperscript{5} years characterized by science applications and programmers being the end-users themselves. The life cycle consists only of two activities – coding a program and running it – repeated until the software is done. The running is done to probe for failures; once diagnosed, the programmer tries to fix them during the next coding phase.\textsuperscript{[23]}

The code-and-fix model, however, quickly proved inadequate.\textsuperscript{[23]}

The primary preconditions for its success are

1. full transparency of requirements (i.e. no need for analysis);

\textsuperscript{3} The combinations may be, for example, procedures, functions, or programs.
\textsuperscript{4} Software maintenance is sometimes separated from the definition of software development. In this thesis, we comply with the prevailing choice to include it. As the industry shifts more and more from waterfall projects (see Subsection 1.1.1) to agile products (see e.g. Section 1.3), for which the line between development and maintenance vanishes, such a distinction would not be beneficial.
\textsuperscript{5} The model typical even today for novice programmers and tinkerers.
2. small-scale and low-complexity software product (i.e. no need for design); and

3. single-person (i.e. no need to coordinate).

As such preconditions are extremely restrictive, new approaches were sought. The body of knowledge and practice eventually became broadly called Software Engineering. However, as [23] notes, “There are as many definitions of ‘Software Engineering’ as there are authors.” Some of the definitions are presented in the following list.

- The first published definition is due Bauer (1972), as cited in [23]: “the establishment and use of sound engineering principles (methods) in order to obtain economically software that is reliable and works on real machines.”

- The systematic nature of engineering and its roots in science can be emphasized, such as in the ISO/IEC 2382-1:1993 Standard definition, as cited in [22]: “systematic application of scientific and technological knowledge, methods, and experience to the design, implementation, testing, and documentation of software to optimize its production, support, and quality.”

- Very simple definition is due Parnas (1978), as cited in [23]: “multi-person construction of multi-version software.”

- Wang and King (2000), as cited in [23], make the product attributes explicit: “a discipline that adopts engineering approaches such as established methodologies, process, tools, standards, organisation methods, management methods, quality assurance systems, and the like to develop large-scale software with high productivity, low cost, controllable quality, and measurement development schedules.”

At the expense of some rigor, the definitions will be terminated here. The remaining terms will be either briefly defined in footnotes, or we will rely on reader’s intuition and experience altogether.
1.1.1 Predictive Approach

Predictive approach (also called defined) to Software Engineering strives to define exactly what is required, design it fully, build it, and then deploy it. This approach may be run once or cyclical, but will always follow this successive pattern. [24]

Waterfall was the first of and is the simplest of predictive software life cycles. It assumes that software development process consists of a number of non-repeating phases in a sequence, each starting only after the last phase was completed – see Figure 1.1. The output of one phase becomes the input to the next phase. [23]

![Figure 1.1: The Waterfall Model, adapted from [25].](image)

Once information on customer needs is collected, a contract between the parties is used as a reference for the software development. Customer then waits for the product to be made, performing little to no interaction with the developers, and receives the software only at the end of the process. [26]

If employed correctly, effort spent analysing and designing up-front will lead to greater understanding later on. This makes it a robust, rigorous, and predictable approach for small-scale, simple
projects. However, as complexity rises, the full up-front planning becomes progressively more unfeasible. Also, due to the requirement of rigorous completion of each stage, any potential change must be propagated backwards and all phases completed again, which makes them miss delivery dates and prohibitively costly.

As such problems continued to be more and more frequent, iterative models such as the Rational Unified Process were invented to combat these issues. [27] However, these heavyweight methodologies, with many phases to execute, many disciplines to focus on, and hundreds of pages of instruction did not let go of full-control over the projects and thus did not address the root causes. Drawbacks such as costly changes to requirements, strict planning and budgeting, and unnecessary complexity of development initiatives, continued to haunt the Software Engineering discipline. New approaches were sought and paradigms were developed.

1.2 Agile Overview

Growing complexity of IT products (as measured by metrics such as lines of code, number of inputs, cyclomatic complexity, and such) carried a wide load of problems, notably late and over-budget delivery, less-than-satisfactory products, and most prominently, lack of responsiveness to change. [24] With the definition of “success” in predictive paradigm being on-time, within-budget, and all-scope delivery, it became accepted that only 10–20 % of all software projects were successful. [20]

As the success rates did not increase, the paradigm assumed that the instructions and plans were not detailed enough. The added focus on the aspect has, understandably, not increased the success rate. Thus, an alternative paradigm to the documentation-driven, cumbersomely rigid, and highly inflexible predictive development was sought. [24]

Agile represents a mindset, a team management approach, and a collection of work organisation practices and frameworks that support continuous progress on work priorities, even in the face of changes. Most agile methods try to minimize risks during the execution of a project by developing software in incremental iterations, which usually last from less than a day to one calendar month, so that during each
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iteration (resembling a miniature subproject\(^6\)), the team can fix the requirements and work on these. An agile programming project aims to release new software at the end of each iteration, and between each iteration the team reevaluates its priorities. [2]

However, Agile does much more than merely react to changes: it redefines many of the industrial beliefs held for decades. [20]

Despite the critique by some authors that the agile principles (see later) are insufficiently grounded in theory, that it is suitable for small teams but not larger projects, and that it is not a panacea for effective project management, the majority of peer-reviewed papers and other empirical studies highlight the benefits of adopting agile methods. [2]

In January 2018, more than 100,000 users of software development website stackoverflow.com (74 % being full-time employed) from 183 countries around the world participated in a 30-minute survey, and more than 85 % of use Agile in their jobs. [29]

As Agile is relatively young, as opposed to predictive or even code-and-fix approach (see Subsection 1.1.1), this massive adoption shows how Agile is valuable to the whole Software Engineering domain. 14th Annual State of Agile Report [30] gathered 1,121 full survey responses from agile executives, practitioners, and consultants. Out of these, more than 50 % of respondents said that agile transformation improved their customers’ satisfaction and business value, more than 40 % of respondents mentioned increased productivity, better business objectives achievement, better quality of products, and better on-time delivery.

Somewhat surprisingly, 33 % of respondents of the report cited even improved predictability over previous predictive approach. Other sources also note this phenomenon: agile projects have often better success rates than predictive ones even when the definition of success is based on the previous paradigm of on-time, within-budget, and all-scope; when using more agile criteria, with focus on active customer collaboration and frequent delivery of value, they perform even better. [20]

---

6. Miniature agile project as part of the final agile project, delivering a small, independently valuable slice of functionality. [28]
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1.2.1 The Agile Manifesto

Even though such alternative methodologies which promised innovative, early, and continuous delivery through embracing variability and complexity, have been evolving since late 1980s, they have not gained enough recognition yet in the 20th century. Over three days in February 2001, 17 software development gurus from different fields and method frameworks came up with Manifesto for Agile Software Development, a simple and concise declaration which has laid foundations for such an alternative to predictive approach. [24]

• **Individuals and interactions** over processes and tools

• **Working software** over comprehensive documentation

• **Customer collaboration** over contract negotiation

• **Responding to change** over following a plan

The Agile Manifesto states “That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value items on the left more.” This is critical: none is saying do not have processes, documentation, and so on – but if given a binary choice, agile mindset would prefer the items on the left.

The Agile Manifesto also defines 12 ancillary principles, detailing out the four primary values of agile development. Brief explanation of the Manifesto follows; deeper analysis can be found in [24] and [32].

**Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.** Human resources are empowered and given most of the autonomy to choose rules and control themselves after mutual agreement. Close working environments are fostered, institutionalized processes and standards are less enforced. [32] Motivation moves from the old industrial practice of monetary incentives more to internal motivation of autonomy, mastery, and purpose. [28]
Working software over comprehensive documentation. Value for customer is the only measure of success. Documentation is, unless required by customer, virtual inventory, which often does not bring much value. [33] The developers are encouraged to keep the code simple, straightforward, and technically as advanced as possible, thus lessening the documentation burden to an appropriate level. [32] Still, “Minimum Viable Documentation” is encouraged.

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation. Maximizing the customer satisfaction is a top priority. Software is released frequently and changes are harnessed for customer’s competitive advantage, so that changing business conditions do not invalidate a software whose creation he has contracted previously. The negotiation process itself is seen as a means of achieving and maintaining a viable relationship. [32] Contracts focus on developer time instead of scope.

Responding to change over following a plan. Change is not discouraged and expensive, but welcomed and expected. Both developers and customers are well-informed, competent and authorized to consider possible adjustment needs emerging during the software development life-cycle. [32]

1.2.2 Comparison of Predictive and Agile Approaches

The Table 1.1 shows the essential differences between predictive and agile software development. As can be seen, Agile redefines many essential aspects of software development when compared to the older predictive approaches.

1.2.3 Agile Frameworks

Several agile frameworks have emerged over the years. These frameworks typically prescribe a coherent sets of principles, practices, and tools which, when used together, have been proven to be effective at responding to change and delivering quality software.
Table 1.1: Comparison of predictive and agile software development, adapted from [32, 34].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predictive</th>
<th>Agile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Rigid hierarchy, micromanagement</td>
<td>Flat hierarchy, self-organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>Forming silos</td>
<td>Collocated, collaborative, empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Contracted at the beginning only</td>
<td>Dedicated, collocated, empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Knowable early, largely stable</td>
<td>Largely emergent, rapid change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes</td>
<td>Expensive, brings project back to first phase</td>
<td>Welcomed, considered key for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Single-point, extensive</td>
<td>Often, roughly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Changed if advantageous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Designed for current and foreseeable requirements</td>
<td>Designed for current requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
<td>Inexpensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Typically larger teams and products</td>
<td>Typically smaller teams and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary objective</td>
<td>High assurance</td>
<td>Rapid value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following sections, we will explore Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming. Majority of contemporary agile teams use either of the three. There are a few other agile frameworks one may encounter, such as Test-Driven Development (TDD), Feature-Driven Development (FDD), Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM), or Crystal Family of methodologies. [29, 32]

The agile frameworks are not mutually exclusive: many can function together to bring superior results. For example, a survey of Scrum Masters carried out in 2019 found that 81% of teams use Kanban in addition to Scrum (to improve their flow of value), 34% use Test-Driven Development with Scrum (to better understand requirements and speed up the delivery), and 27% complement Scrum with Extreme Programming (in pursuit of better software quality). [35]
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1.3 Scrum

Founded in 1990s by Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland, Scrum is the most widespread contemporary agile framework. It is defined and maintained by the *The Scrum Guide™: The Definitive Guide to Scrum: The Rules of the Game* [36]. Scrum is an adaptive, empirical framework for developing, delivering and sustaining complex products. It uses iterative and incremental delivery to optimize value and control risk.

Scrum facilitates breakdown of work into small tasks that can be completed within cycles called *Sprints*. Sprints take typically 1 – 4 weeks and always result in a potentially releasable Increment (usable software, see later) fully additive to all prior Increments. Requirements get fixed for the duration of a Sprint: this practice limits risk to the duration of a single Sprint.

![Simplified Scrum workflow](image)

Figure 1.2: Simplified Scrum workflow, adapted from [37].

Scrum, as a minimal framework, acts as a *guard rail*, establishing boundaries only by the accountabilities of the 3 roles, goals of the 5 events, and purposes of the 3 artifacts, letting the teams instantiate the processes with their own specific practices. [28]

---

7. The term “scrum” originates from a strategy in Rugby, where it denotes “getting an out-of play ball back into the game” with teamwork. [32]
Scrum Team. The Scrum Team consists of one Product Owner, one Scrum Master, and a three-to-nine members large Development Team.\textsuperscript{8} The Product Owner is a single person responsible for maximizing product value and managing Product Backlog (see later). He is the client representative and is responsible for stakeholder relations. The Scrum Master is a servant-leader for Scrum Team and the larger organization, responsible for promoting and supporting Scrum theory, practices, rules, and values. Scrum Master helps optimize interactions inside and outside of the team and facilitates Scrum events (see later) as needed or requested. He is also responsible for removing impediments that the development team is unable to remove on its own accord.\textsuperscript{9} Finally, the Development Team delivers potentially releasable Increments of the product. The Development Team should be:

- self-organizing, i.e. the development team itself chooses how to organize and accomplish its work (Sprint Goal) in specified date and quality and within boundaries of Scrum,
- cross-functional, i.e. having, as a whole, all the necessary competencies to accomplish its work, to reduce risk of external dependencies, and
- homogenous\textsuperscript{10}, i.e. not forming silos of knowledge nor tasks.

The Scrum Team is optimized for flexibility, creativity, and productivity. Its size is optimized to be small enough to remain nimble, yet large enough to be able to independently complete significant amount of work each Sprint. \cite{20, 21, 28, 36, 38, 39}

Scrum Artifacts. There are three recognized artifacts in Scrum, optimized for maximization of transparency of key information across the whole team and all stakeholders of the product. Product Backlog is an ordered list of everything known to be needed in the product:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Product Backlog} is an ordered list of everything known to be needed in the product.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{8} These are roles, which must be played by a single, albeit not necessarily dedicated person.
\textsuperscript{9} Such as requests to perform activities not related to the project, problems in the test server, or difficulties with the technology.
\textsuperscript{10} The term is not established in literature; other names are “collaborative” or just “fully cross-functional”.

---
features, fixes, non-functional requirements, and so on. It is the sole source of requirements off which work is done and it is evolving with the product and the environment. *Sprint Backlog* is a subset of Product Backlog items selected for the current Sprint, enriched with plans for the current Sprint. It also contains a “Sprint Goal”, a short, natural-language coherence binding the work together, flexible enough to adapt to possible changes and eventualities of complex development work. Finally, *Increment* is the sum of all Sprint Backlog items completed in the Sprint, additive to all prior Increments. It must be in *potentially releasable* condition upon culmination of a Sprint. By producing such “Done” Increments, the team verifies their assumptions of product’s value against reality. [20, 28, 36]

**Scrum Events.** There are five events recognized in Scrum, optimized for regularity, transparency, and minimization of the need for ad-hoc meetings. *Sprint* (often also called “Iteration”) is a container for all other Scrum Events and results in potentially releasable Increment. At the beginning of each Sprint, *Sprint Planning* is held and results in plans for the Sprint with adequate level of detail. Everyday during the Sprint, a 15-minutes-bound *Daily Scrum* (often also called “Daily Standup” or just “Standup”) is held to inspect whether the Sprint Goal will be completed and to potentially adapt. However, the typical fashion is for each to answer the following questions:

- “What did I do yesterday?”
- “What will I do today?”
- “Do I have any impediments?”

At the end of a Sprint, *Sprint Review* and *Sprint Retrospective* are held in succession. The former is a formal inspection of the Increment with stakeholders present, while the latter is typically informal inspection of the Scrum Team itself, discussing the last Sprint “with regards to people, relationships, processes, and tools.” [15, 36]
1.4 Kanban

Kanban is a strategy for optimizing “value flow” through a system.\(^{11}\) It was created in 1940s by Toyota, aiming to balance demand with capacity. Not so different to rhythm-based Scrum, Kanban essentially tries to attain near-zero rhythm up to continuous flow.\(^{41}\) We will describe Kanban as it has been adapted with excellent results in software development. For the original Toyota’s manufacturing Kanban, please see, for example,\(^ {33}\).

Kanban, along with some lightweight principles and artifacts (such as Definition of Workflow), is based around three main practices.

**Defining and Visualizing the Workflow.** Kanban workflow’s transparency is typically maximized using a Kanban Board, such as the board in Figure 1.4. The workflow is divided into several columns called states (less often also stages), in the most minimal design as “To do”, “Doing”, and “Done”.\(^ {34}\) Tasks (items) are displayed on the board and move along states to show progress of the work. Explicit policies for such flow should be made transparent on the board.\(^ {42}\) Other possible definitions include division of the board into rows or using different-colored items based on contextual criteria.

The best Kanban boards serve as so-called information radiators. Information radiators should be (1) simple, (2) big (i.e. viewable from a distance), (3) physical (i.e. physically movable), and (4) brightly

---

colored. Such tangible displays emit visceral reactions in people, as opposed to putting many detailed elements of information into small computer displays. Queues of physical things are much easier for people to perceive and/or to perceive as problems.\textsuperscript{12} [33]

**Actively Managing Items in the Workflow.** Although active management of items can take many context-dependent forms, the following practices are typically most essential:

- Controlling *Work-in-Progress*, i.e. limiting the number of items that can be present in each workflow state. This practice has the most profound impact on workflow efficiency, focus by reduction of oversubscription, and team commitment and collaboration to continuous delivery of value, and for that is often regarded as a stand-alone practice. [34, 42, 44]

\textsuperscript{12} “My goodness, there’s a gigantic pile of Stuff there! Making any money from the pile? Are there defects in there? Does it need to be combined with other stuff before we can ship it? Do we need – and will we make money with – each and every item in the pile?” [33]
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- Inspecting all queues in the workflow and removing them, for example by swarming or workflow redesign.
- Ensuring items do not age unnecessarily.
- Addressing blocked items.

**Improving the Workflow.** In the light of the belief that “It is much worse to not experiment than to experiment and fail”, universal among the agile frameworks, team commits to continuously improve their workflow to further optimize throughput, time-to-market, and quality and all other aspects of its products. [33, 41] A common practice is to have a regular meeting to inspect and discuss the current status quo, similar to the Retrospective event of Scrum (see Section 1.3). [42]

1.5 Extreme Programming

Extreme Programming (XP) was the first agile framework to be called that way. It acted as a “stepping-stone,” forming out of common programming principles, but taking them – if they “did get the job done” – to extremes (thus, extreme programming). After a number of successful trials, the XP methodology has conceptualized the key principles and practices used.

Some of the essential practices include planning poker, short releases, capturing functional requirements as “User Stories”, simple design, continuous refactoring, pair programming, continuous integration, collective ownership, and the autonomy of the team to devise its own rules to follow if they prove advantageous. [32]

Extreme Programming is, however, largely a practical (empirical) method, rather than an academic method. [32] Even though the rigorous adoption of the full life cycle of XP wanes off in use today (see [29]), the specific practices used therein have been adopted by many Software Engineering teams in pursuit of their technical excellence.

1.6 Agile Breaks Free of Software Engineering

Since the inception of Agile Manifesto, Agile has become a cutting-edge approach in Software Engineering. However, in the recent years
it has also gained traction in other contexts, such as general IT, operations, marketing, HR, sales, real estate, venture capital, public institutions, education, research, and services, bringing varied improvements over traditional approaches. [2, 30, 45, 46]

Several authors have tried to isolate the practices of agile project management and separate them from Software Engineering. For example, paper [46] cites specifically the following practices:

1. use of the “project vision” concept,
2. simple communication tools and processes,
3. iterative planning,
4. developing activities via self-managed and self-directed teams, and
5. frequently applying project plan monitoring and updating activities.

The focal aspects of light and agile methods are simplicity and speed. In development work, accordingly, the development group
concentrates only on the functions needed at first hand, delivering them fast, collecting feedback and reacting to received information. To compare, paper [32] defines Agile as any development that is

1. **incremental** (small software releases, with rapid cycles),

2. **cooperative** (customer and developers working constantly together with close communication),

3. **straightforward** (the method itself is easy to learn and to modify, well documented), and

4. **adaptive** (able to make last moment changes).

Agile, more so than other management frameworks, emphasizes teamwork by focusing on the social aspects of software development, with collective ownership and collective responsibility as key principles. [47]

“What is new about agile methods is not the practices they use, but their recognition of people as the primary drivers of project success, coupled with an intense focus on effectiveness and maneuverability. This yields a new combination of values and principles that define an agile world view.” [32]

More than not, what Agile truly is, in which contexts it is beneficial, and what aspects of it drive its success remain largely unknown to humankind. In the following chapter, we will study usage of Agile in research groups in academic context, the primary focus of this thesis.
2 Agile in Research

In pursuit of interdisciplinarity, researchers worldwide continue to tailor previously industry-specific practices to different contexts with varied levels of success, including tailoring of Agile (see Section 1.6). We will examine literature of applying Agile to education and research contexts in this chapter, reviewing both the theoretical works and experience reports.

In Chapter 1, we have seen the motivations for using Agile – such as embracing variability and flexibility – in software engineering. Such preconditions are entirely in line with specifics of research. For example, in software engineering, one the most important elements of unpredictability is the fluidity of requirements. In research, however, the mere existence of requirements is often compromised. This and other specifics of research done in academic institutions will be discussed in the first section of the chapter.

On the other hand, it is natural that agile frameworks have to be extensively adapted (modified for application) to specifics of the field when they are being applied there. This contrasts with some schools of thought, such as that of the strict Scrum. We believe this stance may be explained by the fact that the inherent peculiarities of academia would be regarded as dysfunctions in the industry for which Agile was originally conceived. In particular, study [48] has identified three major features of academic environment that seem to conflict with Scrum rules:

1. students do not engage a full working day,
2. students have a busy schedule, and
3. research projects developed by students tend to be done by an “army of one man”.

Although there are lots of empirical case studies of successful collaborative work using Agile, such reports “evolve from personal...

---

1. As Albert Einstein put it, “If we knew what we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?”
2. “The Scrum framework, as outlined herein, is immutable. While implementing only parts of Scrum is possible, the result is not Scrum.” [36]
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experience rather than systematic study” [12] and “their suitability in education is still an ongoing debate.” [16] Furthermore, it is still a challenge to find a metric to formally evaluate the real gains achieved by application of the agile methodologies. These studies are typically based on informal feedback and surveys of subjective questions, such as satisfaction with the process. Such data are highly prone to various skews – as case-control study execution is very hard in the context, it is next to impossible to isolate various causal and confounding factors influencing the results.

The first section of the chapter explores the context of research and academic environment and introduces terms such as basic and applied research. We study how researchers form into teams to produce increasingly superior research, exhibiting high levels of autonomy and fuzziness. The section concludes with an extensive, but due to state-of-the-art shortcomings explained therein not exhaustive list of challenges to effective teamwork in research settings.

In the second section, we present six case studies of Agile adoption in research and education.⁵ We have taken this path, as although there have been efforts to enumerate aspects of research context to be answered before creating a tailored agile process (such as [16]), they still mostly do not give adequate guidance on how to afterwards construct such a process.

These case studies were carefully selected from the literature to cover all three essential agile frameworks (see Section 1.3, Section 1.4, and Section 1.5) in varied sets and settings in academia to allow for a non-trivial comparisons among them in the final section and provide sufficient inspiration for construction of our own agile process for Laboratory of Service Systems in Chapter 3 in an objective and data-driven manner.

---

⁵ Although research is the focus of the thesis, we have included two academic education studies for comparison. For literature reviews regarding use of Agile in education, please see [34] or [49].
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2.1 Academic Research Context

In this section, we will study the activity of conducting research done at academic institutions, such as universities and research groups. As we will see, such activities have inherent peculiarities as compared to industry, which ought to be understood before the sections that will follow.

2.1.1 Research

_Research_ is “creative and systematic work undertaken in order to increase the stock of knowledge – including knowledge of humankind, culture and society – and to devise new applications of available knowledge.” All research satisfies the five core criteria of being

1. novel,
2. creative,
3. uncertain,
4. systematic, and
5. transferable (reproducible). [50]

_Applied research_ is “original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge. It is, however, directed primarily towards a specific, practical aim or objective.” [50] Its counterpart is _basic research_, defined as “experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundation of phenomena and observable facts, without any particular application or use [necessarily] in view.” [50]

Research can be _theoretical_ (presenting new or established abstract principles) and/or _empirical_ (observational or experimental, usually based on real-world data). Such research, which communicates new knowledge arrived at or discovered by the author, is called _primary_ or

4. We will be using the terms _research_ and _science_, as well as their personal nouns _researcher_ and _scientist_, interchangeably. Strictly speaking, science is research done in an evidence-based manner, but we have taken the liberty not to differentiate the two. Research is defined in Subsection 2.1.1.
original research. Examples include controlled trials, technical reports, and case studies. On the other hand, secondary or review research is the act of revisiting, reviewing, analyzing, and compiling existing primary research. Examples include narrative reviews, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses.\

For example, this thesis – as well as most of the other theses written under the Laboratory of Service Systems (see Chapter 3) – is of applied and empirical nature. Although it employs narrative review of literature in the first two chapters, these chapters only set the already known theory and context for specific goals of the third chapter and the thesis as a whole: evaluating possibility of improving management at Laboratory of Service Systems through Agile and documenting its execution by providing adequate detail of state-of-the-art.

Institutions of various sectors may partake in research, such as academia, business enterprises, government, or private non-profits. This thesis focuses on the first group, i.e. academia (or higher education), broadly defined as all universities, colleges and other institutions providing formal tertiary education programmes, as well as all research institutes and centres under the direct control of, or administration by such tertiary education institutions. Both public (i.e. under ultimate control by government) and private (otherwise) institutions are considered in this definition. The second institution group, i.e. business enterprises, are also considered in case of direct collaboration with academia.

As we focus on the academic context of tertiary education, differentiation between research and education should be in place. However, as both activities are very closely linked and mostly done by same students and academic staff, on the same premises, with same equipment, and feed its results to one another, defining the borders of the two may

---

5. One may often find so-called tertiary literature next to the two, defined as all works indexing or re-compiling data from a broad ranges of secondary research. This third category, comprising of items such as encyclopaedias, manuals, and textbooks, has typically much lower requirements for quality, such as structure, precision, or citations, and is usually not regarded as research.

6. Narrative review is a type of secondary literature not using explicit and reproducible filtering criteria for the primary and secondary sources it references.

7. Institution is defined as an established organization of people and resources.
be difficult. Here, the five core criteria mentioned in the beginning of this section may be used to distinguish the two.

There are many stakeholders\(^8\) in research with various categorizations dependent on context and geography. The two most important groups we will be studying in this thesis are faculty and students.

Term *faculty* encompasses everyone with academic rank, such as assistant professors, associate professors, and full professors.\(^9\) Academic ranks are awarded for research achievements. Typical research activities of faculty are conducting research, consisting of activities such as identifying research problem, reviewing the literature, collecting and interpreting data, and reporting (in such cases, faculty is often referred to as *academic researcher*) and supervising advanced students on their own novel research (in such cases, faculty is often referred to as *supervisor*), while non-research activities may include teaching courses, supervising bachelor theses without sufficient levels of novelty, or own reading not related to any specific research project. \([50, 52]\)

Term *students* encompasses everyone actively working to obtain an academic degree, such as bachelor students working to obtain bachelor’s degree, master students working to obtain master’s degree, and doctoral students working to obtain doctoral degree.\(^10\) Bachelor and master students are often collectively referred to as *undergraduate students*, doctoral students as *graduate students*, and researchers holding undergraduate degree as *postgraduate fellows*. To be awarded a degree, students typically need to write, present and defend a *final thesis* or *dissertation*. The requirements for successful defense of the work vary based on factors such as country, degree sought, school, and major. Although not taxative, it is common that bachelor thesis contains no novelty, master thesis contains some novelty but is still largely dependent on supervisor, and doctoral dissertation is highly novel and adequately independent.

\(^8\) A stakeholder is any entity that can affect or be affected by considered context.
\(^9\) In Czech Republic, these positions correspond to translations *odborný asistent*, *docent*, and *profesor*. However, there are also many other ranks.
\(^10\) In Czech Republic, the corresponding student levels are called *bakalářský student*, *diplomant* or *magisterský student*, and *doktorand*. 
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Several other stakeholders of academic research, but not producing it themselves, may be further identified, such as administrative staff, funders, and publishers and their editorial staff. [50, 51].

2.1.2 Research Teams

Teams have been investigated extensively in the corporate world in management literature, as cross-functional project\textsuperscript{11} teams are increasingly adopted by companies to manage the rapidly changing and competitive environment. Team is defined as “[a group] made up of individuals who see themselves and who are seen by others as a social entity, who are interdependent because of the tasks they perform as members of a group, who are embedded in one or more larger social systems (e.g., community, organization), and who perform tasks that affect others (such as customers or coworkers).” [3]

Teams increasingly dominate solo authors in the production of knowledge across all fields, due to benefits such as better use of existing resources,\textsuperscript{12} more opportunities for knowledge transfer,\textsuperscript{13} complexity management by work division, and wider social impact through large-scale research projects. [1, 2]

Paper [3] suggests that teams in science can be broadly categorized based on the way of assembly in the following two categories:

1. Formal teams, such as those formed by academic department or laboratory, which are clearly delimited and more densely-knit, and

2. Collaborative teams, which are formed ad-hoc, assembled fluidly for the sole purpose of collaborating on a specific scientific project in a decoupled way.

Collaborative teams in science are largely voluntary and based on mutual interests, and scientists have substantial autonomy to create

\textsuperscript{11} In context of research, we define project as any collaborative enterprise of a possibly evolving team. As opposed to traditional project management definition (e.g. [22]), science project may or may not have well-defined start and/or end and it may or may not have co-evolving, rather than pre-defined aim.

\textsuperscript{12} Putting together resources in such a way that all may use the resulting aggregate in a predetermined way is called pooling of resources.

\textsuperscript{13} When learning is a by-product of different primary goal, it is called multi-learning.
their collaborative teams. [3] Furthermore, experience shows that the clear definition of formal teams’ boundaries does not impact the typical autonomy of research teams – laboratory membership tends to be voluntary, innovation challenge or hackathon participation in a company tends to be voluntary, and so on. Compare this with traditional teams in hierarchical corporate structure, in which autonomy to self-assemble is, although not zero, significantly diminished.\textsuperscript{14} It is thus questionable whether such categorization is in place, or if \textit{collaborativeness} is a quality lying on a spectrum.

On top of the autonomy to self-assemble, collaborative teams possess high autonomy to restructure or dissolve themselves at will. The unpredictability and innovative nature of research magnify rate of such changes in team compositions, resulting in highly fluid team memberships. Moreover, the creative process (including, at minimum, idea generation) underlying the final team product starts even before a team is assembled. [3]

As various stakeholders\textsuperscript{15} participate in the team during various phases of the project with varying levels of involvement and contribution to the final outcome, problem with definition of collaborative team’s boundary arises (to take credit and responsibility). [3] It is evident that metrics such as final choice of co-authors or all team members active at the project closure do not capture the full flavor of the team.

\subsection*{2.1.3 Challenges of Team Research}

As of today, there are as many methods and methodologies for management of research teams as there are researchers. However, no comprehensive and universal approaches have been developed\textsuperscript{16} and most historical and contemporary literature focuses on empirical case studies, from which they sometimes, at most, try to infer some abstract

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item As cited in [12], traditional teamwork model “typically emphasise[s] careful selection of participants, shared goals, structured work plans, explicit roles and accountability for products and deadlines.”
\item Such as consulted specialists, researchers on parallel projects, advisory, management, or former team members, on top of the current main researchers themselves.
\item To author’s best knowledge.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
principles, which, subsequently lack this grounding in coherent theory. [12]

On the other hand, there are scholarly examinations of both success factors and barriers for effective team research. This may be partially due to the fact that such factors may be simple enough to enumerate and thus analyze in systematic reviews.

As there is obvious equivalence between success factors and challenges, we will keep to challenges for a minor gain in simplicity. A rather extensive list of challenges, compiled from papers [2, 12, 13, 15, 48, 51], in no particular order follows. Albeit extensive, it is still not exhaustive and the categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For further discussions, please see the respective papers and their lists of sources.

- **Specifics of research work**, such as its unpredictability and innovative nature (see Subsection 2.1.1), manifesting in issues such as the inherent risk of choosing a wrong project or thesis topic.

- **Risks of emergent research teams**, such as the possibility of introduction of team members which will have significant antipathies with other team members.

- **Motivational lows pertaining to productivity** caused by factors such as too few milestones in sight, daily grind with too few positive feedback mechanisms, and procrastination caused by the perceptions of large amounts of work ahead.  

- **Other emotional problems** that arise during research, such as insecurity (and the related self-consciousness to ask for help or to adapt mentoring style), anxiety (due to high pressure to perform, real or imagined), or even boredom.

---

17. Success factor is a mitigation or removal of a challenge, while challenge is a lack of success factor.
18. Please also see the Dunning-Kruger effect, e.g. in [53].
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- **Inadequate research meta-skills**, such as inability to select important papers to read or uncritical consummation of information.\(^{19}\)

- **Frictions among team members** caused by varying levels of seniority and training. Both technical and methodological inadequacies may result in ostracism if not handled properly.

- **Lack of soft-skills**, such as leadership, friendship, and solidarity.

- **Difficulties in maintaining protocols** caused by varying levels of seniority and training.

- **Inaccessibility of team members**, as caused for example by professional travel, overly demanding individual research, or simply low commitment to the particular project.

- **Lack of transparency in process**\(^{20}\), such as frequency and content of meetings, choice and usage of tooling, quality agreements, release deadlines, or data definitions.

- **Lack of transparency in people**, such as implicitly, rather than explicitly defined roles, implicit, rather than explicit and overtly stated motivations, values, and beliefs of all stakeholders, or inability to capitalize on skills of other team members.

- **Lack of transparency in research work products**, such as inadvertent duplicate work, inability to capitalize on previously solved problems, or difficulties within the project management triangle of time, scope, and cost, in case of funded research and development.

- **Lack of transparency in status**, such as insufficient information about activities and results of others or unnecessary delays

---

19. For example, to understand the differences between various levels of evidence, such as theoretical validity, case study, and a large and well-designed case-control study.

20. *Transparency* is a quality of information to be available to and understandable by all stakeholders.
between a student starting to struggle and its identification by his supervisor, caused by too infrequent or too ineffective synchronizations.

- **Delays** of various causes, such as waiting times for approvals in hierarchical structures.

- **Problems with distributed initiatives** and interdisciplinary researches, or even simple student-advisor relationships, as lack of communication may create problems.

- **Lack of training in interdisciplinary collaboration**, manifesting in problems such as frictions occurring during discussions of various discipline viewpoints and their importances.

- **Conflicting theoretical frameworks**, such as basic, hypothesis-driven, and experience-driven research approaches.

- **Cultural differences** and/or **managerial politics** may prove to be barriers to communication and collaboration.

- **Ethical dilemmas**, such as defining individual boundaries, balancing individual and team autonomy, or distributing limited resources among team members.

- **Inadequate funding**, further exacerbated in cases of interdisciplinary initiatives.

- **Time schedules of students**, who typically have other commitments on top of the single research project in their studies.

As we dive deeper in the following sections, these challenges should be continuously kept in mind and compared against proposed frameworks. The agile approach that follows tries to address many of the issues.

### 2.2 Case Studies

We will present the following case studies in this section:

1. Maryland’s SCORE Framework, page 31
The comparison of their respective advantages and disadvantages will be provided in Section 2.3.

The case studies are introduced and discussed systematically for the following aspects. For each case study, we begin by presenting the background of the research group with its context (such as parent institute) and brief overview of content of its research. We then highlight the motivation(s) present for agile transition as well as researchers’ expectations of the benefits. In cases where reported, previous style of management is compared. After motivation follows the specific adaptation of Agile used in the study, examining its elements such as roles, events, and artifacts. Results discussion follows as by the original author, with its data drawn typically from interviews and observations. Finally, we have a discussion the full case study: we try to isolate the elements used from the specificities of the research group, we highlight their value, and reassess situations which are advantageous for adoption of such elements, both individually and in synergy.

### 2.2.1 Maryland’s SCORE Framework

Based on *Adapting Scrum to Managing a Research Group* [15], this case study details out how authors have proposed and implemented agile process called SCORE (“Scrum for Research”) in their research group at Department of Computer Science at University of Maryland with superior results.

**Background.** A research group consisting of 2 advisors and about 10 doctoral students. Students have had weekly one-on-one meetings with their advisor prior to the Agile implementation.
Motivation. Maximize intra-group transparency. Foster understanding of the results of others. Improve opportunities for collaboration. Decrease meetings load on faculty.

Adaptation. Very lightweight – defines only two key elements. Status meetings are a three-times-per-week, all-hands-on meetings, similar to Daily Scrum. The goal is to get everyone updated on the current situation (status). All students and faculty take turns, summarizing in 1–2 minutes the following three points:

1. “What have I done since the last meeting?”
2. “What results have I achieved and which obstacles I faced?”
3. “What do I plan to do by the next meeting?”

As with Daily Scrum, the status meeting is kept to 15 minutes. This time-slot is a good balance to give everyone chance to talk, yet discourage delving into technical details. For discussion of such technical details, the second element of SCORE, on-demand meetings are scheduled. These are not regularly scheduled, but only when the need arises. Therefore, the required length of the meeting can be estimated much more precisely.

There are a few additional optional elements to be found in SCORE, such as on-demand short talks (for example, summarizing important conferences, recently submitted papers, or instructing others on a tool a student is familiar with), or informal social outings such as a common lunch or a reading group to foster a sense of community.

Results. The data sources to assess the implementation were twofold. First, the faculty (authors) personal experience included the following:

1. improving student motivation to work consistently,
2. keeping up-to-date with how students are doing and much faster identification of a student struggling,
3. lower schedule fragmentation and schedule flexibility, and
4. much better productivity of meetings, as meetings now had (by definition) always a clear purpose.

The second data source was an informal opinion survey using Likert items administered among students year and a half after the SCORE adoption. Out of the 13 students who have completed the survey, 8 have experienced the original research group structure and have been asked to answer the same questions about the previous structure as they remembered it. The questions and results are summarized in Figure 2.1.

The change to SCORE has unambiguously positively (or non-negatively) impacted every considered aspect of student experience in every student’s perception. The most improved areas were student-student interactions (a median jump of 2.5 points) and interactions with other faculty (a median jump of 2 points). More suprisingly,
student-advisor interactions also have slightly improved (a median jump of 0.5 points), despite the fact that they have no longer held weekly one-on-one meetings.

All in all, there were no scores as low as 1 in the SCORE results, and all but the research quality questions (answered probably with some humility) had median of 4. In contrast, the recollection of the old way has a median score of 4 only in a single aspect – quality of interactions with the advisor.

On top of these, students were surveyed for short answers to elaborate on the benefits and drawbacks of SCORE. Terms such as “research community” and “sense of belonging” were often cited, along with ability to follow other people’s daily research routines, quick identification of people who can offer methodological or technical advice, and group-oriented approach which catalyzes greater diversity of ideas and general fun in doing research.

Discussion. We like the simplicity of the approach. As research work is highly novel and uncertain (see Subsection 2.1.1), it makes little sense to plan on a cadence. However, even with that, we feel that a continuous improvement dimension of Agile is missing from SCORE. We would welcome a Retrospective event to be held from time to time.

Another issue is with how the data were gathered. Using recollections of the past is inherently very vulnerable to a skew. Nonetheless, SCORE is still one of the best studies data-wise.

On the other hand, the reported perceived benefits were universally positive, and that on a relatively large margin. Fostering the sense of community by often bringing all students face-to-face and having the faculty report in the same fashion most probably helped. The latter point regarding the faculty is important not to encourage overreporting progress and underreporting problems by students.

2.2.2 txtUML’s Agile Methodology

Research and Development team of project txtUML adapted one of the more custom and prescriptive approaches. Based on Create your own agile methodology for your research and development team [16], author also lists several aspects of research groups which should be taken into consideration when constructing an agile process.
Background. A research group at Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest, Hungary, whose subteam has adopted Agile. The subteam was working on a single software product “txtUML” and consisted of 9 undergraduate students, one doctoral student, and one teacher. The team was having an inefficient weekly meetings, during which many technical issues involving only two or three members were discussed.

Motivation. Improve meeting efficiency. Improve motivation. Train new members fast and preserve knowhow, as undergraduates fluctuate rapidly.

Adaptation. Similarly to Scrum, the prescriptive methodology at txtUML team defines specific roles, events, and artifacts.

There are five roles in the methodology. The project leader represents the goals of the whole research team towards the university and provides direction, similarly to the Scrum’s Product Owner. Scrum Master is a non-technical role, responsible for protecting the team’s operational values, facilitating better meetings, coaching in self-organization, and reporting of impediments. Those who execute the research and development itself organize into hierarchy of 3 layers of a single technical leader, several subgroup leaders, and the rest of developers. All decisions must be confirmed with the higher layer and the higher layers provide guidance and distribute tasks to do.

The group holds one two-hour meeting each week. Its function depends on the time of the semester; txtUML recognizes four different phases. The first 2-3 weeks are preparation phase, during which main research and development directions are discussed, new developers get to know the system, and tasks are assigned. Weekly routine takes majority of the semester and is divided into 5 sections: news (pertaining to the whole laboratory), weekly Scrum (with the same format as Daily Scrum), Agile Topic of the Week (presentation and training of one agile value), and technical discussions of the whole team and then in smaller groups (to address technical questions raised with affected or concerned subsets of the group). Retrospective is held once in the middle of the semester, during which team members reflect on the quality of teamwork and formulate directions and methods for
future work. Final event of the semester is the demonstration, during which all members summarize and showcase their results.

Lastly, txtUML defines three artifacts over the code base itself. The product has its product backlog and all subgroups have their respective issue boards, implemented as Kanban boards with workflow states “to do”, “in development”, “under testing”, “pull request”, and “done”. In addition, internal weekly reports are compulsory, even though most team members “repeatedly expressed their disapproval.”

Results. Similarly to SCORE framework report, the case study used both perceptions of authors and survey among team members one semester into adoption. Benefits as observed by the faculty included the following:

1. increased efficiency and dynamics of weekly meetings,
2. increased quantity of communication among team members,
3. developing group responsibility and increased clarity of individual and collective goals, and
4. rapid knowledge flow from more senior team members to newcomers.

The last point was stressed the most, and was also one of the original reasons to adopt Agile.

During the Retrospective in middle of the semester, team members highlighted satisfaction with shorter and more efficient meetings and better knowledge transfer. On the other hand, subgroup leaders (not surprisingly) struggled to balance their research and mentoring of juniors, and weekly reports and process over-formalization were critiqued by many. Faculty has exercised their authority and asserted these points as not open to discussion.

At the end of semester, 7 out of 9 students filled out a Likert item survey. The most important results were the following:

1. “To what extent do you think the value achieved during the semester is related to the project’s management?” scored 3.71 in average,
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2. “In what a measure did the values of the agile methodology prevail during the team work?” scored 3.41 in average,

3. “How satisfying was the number and quality of feedback you received regarding your work?” scored 4.57 in average, and

4. “How much did you enjoy being part of the team?” scored the highest average at 4.71.

Discussion. We feel that the methodology is truly unnecessarily complex. For example, defining 5 distinct roles with specific accountabilities for 11 people does not make much sense, and the three layers of reporting hierarchy will necessarily stifle any self-organization, which we know is key for high-performance. [20]

The hierarchy was further enforced by exercising senior rights during work allocation as well as during Retrospectives.

The survey itself was not comparatory, but in absolute terms. Such Likert items without any effort to normalize have next to zero information value (cf. Section 3.2).

On the other hand, authors were able to achieve rapid knowledge flow among team members and once a week meeting is manageable for undergraduate students.

2.2.3 CECAN’s Distributed Scrum

Case study of implementing a Scrum-like process at a big distributed research initiative in the United Kingdom follows. The study Adapting the scrum framework for agile project management in science: case study of a distributed research initiative [2], although building more off Scrum principles rather than Kanban, is the only study in which activity on online boards was analyzed.

Background. Centre for the Evaluation of Complexity Across the Nexus (CECAN), a distributed research centre in UK, spanning more than 50 members, academic researchers of varying seniority, working in 14 different academic institutions. Agile was perceived as potentially effective way of management to be experimented with, rather than an answer to current problems.
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Motivation. Improve autonomy, self-organisation, flexibility, and adaptivity. Unlock ability to decide based on “bottom-up process of dialogue.”

Adaptation. The adoption was a commonly agreed transition due to the perceived potential value of Agile. It was based on an evolving interpretation of agile principles and on experimentation in an “explorative, self-taught approach.”

The final process at CECAN consists, in essence, of one role on top of what has been there previously, of Kanban boards, and two principles for development work.

The defined role was that of a Scrum Master, a facilitator role played by a member of the research team. The role was conceived as a coordinator for case studies, a link between specific tasks and objectives and other collaborator researchers, as well as liaison with policymakers and representatives from government agencies. As opposed to the Scrum Master role as defined in Scrum (see Section 1.3), the CECAN’s adaptation of the facilitator role also combines elements of the Product Owner, such as facilitating connections (with stakeholders and else) and of “senior” developers, such as coordination and providing guidelines for specific research. The Scrum Masters were seen as “connectors of expertise” and coordinators; as intermediaries in interdisciplinary projects, linking expert to expert. However, as opposed to a more traditional approach to management, Scrum Masters have started to lead and facilitate, rather than manage and control. The role was designed to provide much-needed transparency and guidance.

Kanban boards were adopted for both tracking to-do work and documenting already done work. Web-based Kanban tool, replicating Post-It notes, was used. The boards were accessible by everyone, including occasionally by external collaborators and stakeholders, and were managed mainly by Scrum Masters. Each new initiative or discussion was eventually translated into a board. This has represented a novel way of accessing updated and valuable knowledge for the entire organisation about the progress of projects.

The final two principles adopted were Development Sprints and Incremental Development. Both were only guiding, rather than being
explicitly and universally followed. Some teams used fixed cadences, while others perceived them as arbitrary and unnecessary. Some gathered feedback continuously and improved collaboration with stakeholders, some did not.

**Results.** The data obtained come from three sources. First, online activity in the Kanban boards was numerically analyzed. The resulting statistics are presented on Figure 2.3.

Number of active users on a board is positively correlated with the number of cards and activity, such as moving among workflow states and content editing, but not with number of comments and attached documents. Authors argue that this confirms that Kanban boards were used primarily for visualizing workflows. Moreover, although some researchers were highly active proponents of the online tool and it was generally perceived as practical, analysis has shown that only minority of researchers were in fact active, despite the entire organization having full access, often perceiving it as unnecessarily complicated. Nonetheless, a larger number of participants adopted more of a passive role, viewing the boards to have a quick overview of what is happening and what other people are doing.
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The second data source came from semi-structured interviews with 10 people, out of which 6 acted as Scrum Masters, and 7 additional researchers not involved with CECAN acted as controls. Data from these interviews were systematically analysed using advanced methods. Based on this analysis, 4 clusters of conditions for and 7 clusters of challenges for adopting Agile in distributed research organisations were identified.

Finally, the third data source was perceptions of the authors, as based on observation and data of previous sources. The adoption seemed successful overall: it facilitated new dynamics in collaboration within the large organisation. However, the process was challenging and had many limitations.

Discussion. There are no data on the general sentiment about Agile adoption. Answers in the interviews and authors’ perceptions are ambivalent, and the focus on conditions and challenges, rather than real adoption results, reinforces that.
We believe that more than agile frameworks not being suitable for
distributed research initiatives, as authors argue, the ad-hoc, incremen-
tal, and unguided implementation was to blame for the poor results.
We conjecture that if all had committed to a process, its effectivity
could be evaluated much better.

2.2.4 PROMOBILE’s Full Scrum

The Scrum implementation in paper *Rapid improvement of students’ soft-skills based on an agile-process approach* \[48\] is the first one of the
presented to apply the full Scrum framework with only very minor
modifications on research projects.

**Background.** Large Scale Qualification Program on Mobile Tech-
nologies (PROMOBILE) at Institute of Computing, Federal University
of Amazonas (UFAM), in Manaus, Brazil, hosting 23 projects in 4
research areas involving a total of 34 undergraduate, master, and
doctoral students. Such projects initially deliver software in the PRO-
MOBILE program, but some of them later become parts of research
projects and final theses.

**Motivation.** Improve students’ soft-skills, such as proficiency in lan-
guages, communication skills, oral presentations, punctuality, and
leadership by involvement in a systematic project development ex-
perience. Motivate students and inspire them to take responsibility.
Decrease loads on senior researchers without sacrificing advisory
quality.

**Adaptation.** The adaptation at PROMOBILE closely follows the origi-
 nal Scrum framework (see Section 1.3). Each of the four research
groups acted as a team. Faculty took the roles of Product Owners;
most senior student of each group, on top of his own research ob-
jectives, typically took the role of the Scrum Master. In each group,
there were several stand-alone projects, each tackled by up to four
students, though one student per project was most frequent.\[21\] All

\[21\] Authors call students elaborating each project a “development team” and say
that several development teams share Product Owner and Scrum Master. We believe
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Scrum events were observed as described with Sprints being one or two weeks long, with the only slight modification of Daily Scrums happening only thrice a week, similarly to SCORE Framework, due to busy and often conflicting schedules of students. This down-scaling happened after a period of daily Daily Scrums in which many students struggled. Finally, artifacts such as Product Backlog and Sprint Backlog were observed too and filled with tasks such as investigation elements, experimentation phases, and reporting.

**Results.** The study is the only one out of the presented studies that implemented its agile process incrementally (cf. “Shu-Ha-Ri’ principle, [39]). This adoption had three phases. The first phase was designated for training and coaching in Scrum. It was executed rigorously, and with help of an experienced Agile coach, all committed to observing Scrum rules as closely as possible until its effects could be measured, before bending its rules. During the second phase, members started to understand the underlying process. Only after that reservations about Scrum become suggestions for improvement. The final, third phase, was the time when participants reached maturity and became able to improve it themselves. The research group becomes self-managed and self-improving and nominated Scrum Masters self-managed to discuss improvements of the whole process and its practices.

The program was running for two years before publication of the study. Data to measure results came primarily from three sources. First, recurring feedbacks from Retrospectives were gathered. Second, students have filled out a questionnaire, but the study is unclear on when it was carried out, how many students participated, and what was its design. Finally, as usual, authors comment on their perceptions.

One of the main advantages brought on was the enhanced visibility of the research process and enhanced communication thanks not only to usage of User Stories. Students also became more open and honest, such as in not claiming an undone item done.

Increased motivation of students was another highly welcomed aspect. Sprint Reviews push students to demonstrate working results, which motivates them to be well prepared, as presenting working

---

this is a slight misrepresentation. What actually happens is only “formation of silos”, not forbidden, only discouraged in Scrum (see [36]).
pieces of research to the whole group is highly satisfying. Furthermore, after a couple of Sprints, students became confident in reporting and sharing results openly even after a failure to deliver what has been promised, using the experience to improve for next Sprints.

Finally, the Table 2.1 summarizes improvements in various soft-skills, as reported by students in the mentioned questionnaire.

Table 2.1: Percentages of students who report improvements in various soft-skills, adapted from [48].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soft-Skill</th>
<th>Improved</th>
<th>Exercised in</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing skills</td>
<td>70.4 %</td>
<td>Reports, User Stories</td>
<td>Grammar, ability to condense information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral skills</td>
<td>70.4 %</td>
<td>Scrum events</td>
<td>Discussion, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punctuality</td>
<td>100.0 %</td>
<td>Delivering, being on-time</td>
<td>Not stealing time of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group activities</td>
<td>100.0 %</td>
<td>Scrum events</td>
<td>Responsibility, cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>66.7 %</td>
<td>Scrum Master role</td>
<td>Or support of the role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making skills</td>
<td>88.9 %</td>
<td>Delivering</td>
<td>Execution of work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion. We think that implementation of Scrum at PROMOBILE was very rigorous, as opposed to other case studies presented. One of the possible explanations is the hiring of a professional Agile coach to help with the transformation. The methods used to gather data could be improved – as usual – but we do not think that they invalidate the positive results.

It is evident that students enjoyed the agile way of working and did not perceive the many meetings as too bothering. One of the reasons for that could be how projects were grouped by research areas and as well that many projects were elaborated by more than one student.

Further investigation in the area should be done to identify necessary conditions for students not to be bothered by the meeting overhead, and actually enjoy it and manage it.
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2.2.5 SLIIT’s Undergraduate Research Projects

Moving to the border between research and education, the paper *Improvements for agile manifesto and make agile applicable for undergraduate research projects* [54] describes how about 200 undergraduates worked within a modified Scrum framework to deliver group projects.

**Background.** Software Engineering Project course at Sri Lanka Institute of Information Technology (SLIIT), designed for 3rd and 4th undergraduate years, spans 2 semesters 14 weeks each. Total 50 groups of 4 members took part, each group choosing either a client-oriented project aimed at solving existing industrial issues or a research project driven with an innovating idea of flexible scope. Both of these types of projects were represented roughly equally.

**Motivation.** Be adaptive to changing requirements or new findings. Foster feedback in client-oriented projects. Experiment with a new way of conducting the course.

**Adaptation.** The agile process at SLIIT comprised of 3 roles, 4 events, and one artifact.

Each one out of the 50 groups was formed by 4 students, who elaborated the full project. Each group had a designated internal academic supervisor, who monitored progress during the whole project and helped with issues. Moreover, a panel of supervisors gathered for start and end of each iteration.

Over the course of 2 semesters, there were 7 iterations in total. Each iteration was 3–4 weeks long. At the beginning of each iteration, each student group met with the panel of supervisors to promise the workload for next iteration. The panel would consider weight of user stories and decided on workload for each student. Every week during the iteration, the team met with their supervisor for a weekly standup meeting to discuss progress and issues faced. They are not done daily, as that was judged not practical for undergraduates. At the end of the iteration, a presentation of the team’s work to the panel of supervisors, where their work was evaluated, based on criteria such as individual contribution, team contribution, velocity, oral presentation,
and completeness of the product and research understanding. The first iteration of the first semester was for gathering requirements and documenting them as User Stories. In the last iteration of each semester, an integrated and tested working product was required. At the end of each semester, students conducted a semester retrospective to discuss their failures and successes and were asked to document them.

There was a single artifact: the product backlog, an output of the first iteration. The product backlog was then referred to by students and supervisors throughout the project. Students had to continuously update the data of product backlog in an online tool of their choice.

Moreover, students were asked to always keep in mind and uphold Agile principles of the Agile manifesto (see Subsection 1.2.1).

Results. After the projects were over, students were given questionnaire on their opinions on appropriateness of several principles and practices they have experienced. Although the questionnaire itself was formed by inquiries in both nominal and ordinal scales, the reported results focus mostly on binary answers “Appropriate” – “Not appropriate”. Judgment sampling method was used.

The authors mostly focus on correlations of the answers. To simplify and compare with other case studies presented in this chapter, we have extracted absolute frequencies in Table 2.2 from reported contingency tables; two rows do not differentiate between client-oriented and research-oriented project answers, as these could not be inferred from the data presented in the original report.

Some of the results have been commented by the authors. The highlights include:

- Scrum is judged to be appropriate for both client-oriented and research-oriented projects.

- Small teams are not as good for client-oriented projects as for research-oriented projects.

- More than 75% judge short iterations and frequent progress monitoring as appropriate, irrespective of project type.
Table 2.2: Frequency table of student opinions at SLIIT, adapted from [54]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of students who believe the practice was appropriate for their project</th>
<th>Client projects</th>
<th>Research projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scrum as a whole</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short iterations</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small teams (4 members)</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent progress monitoring</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly standups</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embrace requirement changes</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team communication</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- As most are saying yes to weekly standups, daily standups are not deemed necessary.

- Irrespective of the team size, communication is important; this importance is, however, higher for research-oriented projects than the client-oriented projects.

Discussion. Overall, the results show a successful application of Agile. Authors included Agile manifesto as a reference which may have improved understanding of the teams and their decision-making ability. Furthermore, weekly standups are attainable from our experience for undergraduates, and most report their appropriateness.

 Nonetheless, we dislike several things with the Scrum adoption. First, the projects look like a typical waterfall, with phases masked in iterations: they start with “documentation iteration” and end with “integration and testing” iteration, and so on. This means no working software products are potentially releasable each iteration, rendering students unable to deliver business value and gather real feedback continuously (cf. [28]) Another activity actively discouraging business value is the evaluation by velocity, discouraging transparency.

 Self-organization, one of the key benefits of Agile, is similarly actively discouraged by several factors such as task estimates not done by students, too frequent reporting to supervisors, and evaluation of individual contribution.
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2.2.6 Kaiserslautern’s XP Seminar

Extreme Programming (XP) was the first agile framework, but wanes off use today (see Section 1.5). Some of the critiques of XP in the industry include it being software engineering centric, illogical to non-developers, high prescriptive in practices, and requiring high investment in training developers to be effective using XP. [55]

The final case study traces how a practical, project-oriented Extreme Programming course was taught in Germany in 2002/2003, as described in book entry Agile Methods in Software Engineering Education [56].

Background. Practical seminar at University of Kaiserlautern, Germany, with 11 master and doctoral students, spanning four weeks, eight hours of work a week.

Motivation. Teach XP and provide hands-on experience working with XP. Document feasibility of running a student project with XP, namely test whether novice developers can handle an XP process.

Adaptation. All traditional XP roles have been assigned to students: developer team had 8 members, two students took the role of on-site customer, and one student was assigned the role of a tester and tracker. Supervisors acted as an advisory board. As much responsibility and freedom, in accord with XP, has been left to students; supervisors intervened only rarely in cases of serious problems, such as misunderstanding of a practice or infrastructure problems.

On-site customer interacted with developers in the planning game and with the tester in writing acceptance tests. New pairs in pair programming were created daily. Code was commonly owned and integrated several times daily. Adapted programming standards were used. Testing was done manually. Simple design and small increments were encouraged.

During the four week project, there were three releases of working software.
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**Results.** A full-day tutorial, teaching students the basic principles and practices of XP, has been performed at the start of the seminar. After it, students themselves developed their systems for planning and recording time needed and spent in their projects.

Data sources were then twofold. First, students prepared their “Lessons Learned” which they then presented to the group and all voted for or against them to assess whether they are only of personal nature or if they reflect opinions of others. These feedbacks were rather practical, with examples including items such as guessing of requirements, improvable communication with customer (due to him being in other room), or slight changes to user stories.

The second data source were observations of the authors (teachers). These, once again, revolved mostly around technical aspects of the process.

The pass ratio of the intended acceptance tests was rising from release to release as the students became more experienced with XP and improved their estimation skills. Although functionality was implemented, the final system was of low quality (as gauged by authors), as other attributes were neglected, mainly maintainability and usability. Little refactoring took place as the developers were eager to implement new User Stories.

The authors note two major problems with the process. First, inexperienced teams struggle to give precise estimations for tasks. Second, undisciplined and/or inexperienced development teams tend to ignore process restrictions and requirements. As authors of [56] note, these are not specific to XP, but are amplified by agile process characterized by lack of guidance.

Authors conclude that although XP is easy to teach, it is much harder to perform a project with XP successfully.

**Discussion.** It can be seen that the results focus primarily on technical aspects of software development, touching less on the work organisation aspects which we nowadays understand as core of agile frameworks. This is in line with how XP was conceived (see Section 1.5).

Similarly, it was long presumed that Agile requires highly disciplined and senior developers to be effective. Authors expect that before
the study starts and unsurprisingly confirm it after the study ends. As this was all in the dawn of Agile, we believe this results from not sufficient understanding of self-organization and the knowledge worker motivations. Without discipline and senior developers on board, predictive models would not bring any better results. Nonetheless, an inclusion of a process-oriented support such as the role of a Scrum Master would go a long way.

Finally, it can be inferred that overall, students again did not dislike the Agile experience, but such an inference is not adequately corroborated with data.

2.3 Summary of Case Studies

The presented research-adapted frameworks draw from several software engineering agile frameworks (such as Scrum and Kanban), in varied amounts of “lightness” (i.e. how prescriptive they are), and have been implemented in a wide range of types of research groups and initiatives.

Most authors of the explorative studies of application of Agile in research propose that integrating agile methods and practices for interdisciplinary collaboration requires significant flexibility. [2, 15] Agile may be thought of as a large set of practices, some of which work well for a specific team by combining them creatively. [16] Nonetheless, some teams adopt the frameworks whole, not bending them without enough experience and understanding, often for superior results. [48]

Key aspects of the case studies presented in this chapter are summarized in Table 2.3. The results and improvements are varied and of varied intensities, but studies universally seem to be generally positive (also cf. Subsection 2.1.3).

It is hard to compare the results on general terms, as there are as many agile processes as case studies. We can, however, rate the best performing processes in various specific aspects:

- Student-centric research group context: SCORE, txtUML, possibly PROMOBILE

- Education context: SLIIT, Kaiserlautern
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- Simplicity: SCORE, CECAN, possibly txtUML after leaving out the hierarchical roles
- Rigorous approach: PROMOBILE, possibly SLIIT
- Low overhead: SCORE, txtUML
- Collaboration improvement: SCORE, CECAN
- Student satisfaction: SCORE, PROMOBILE, possibly txtUML
- Self-organization, decreased load on faculty: SCORE, txtUML
- Technical focus: Kaiserlautern, possibly SLIIT

Of course, many other scaled could be devised.
To choose a process or design a new one, it will be necessary to adequately study the context in which it will be applied and the primary benefits we will seek. Only based on such findings we can choose potentially adequate studies to serve as a baseline.
Table 2.3: Summary of Agile in research case studies presented in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Primary demography</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Primary results</th>
<th>Met</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCORE</td>
<td>Hicks; Foster (2010)</td>
<td>Doctoral students</td>
<td>2 events</td>
<td>Transparency, interactions, consistent work</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Simplicity, effectivity</td>
<td>No Retro’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>txtUML</td>
<td>Ilyés (2019)</td>
<td>Undergrad. students</td>
<td>5 roles, 4 events, 3 artifacts</td>
<td>Rapid knowledge flow</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Weekly meeting</td>
<td>Prescriptive, complex, hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CECAN</td>
<td>Hidalgo (2019)</td>
<td>Academic researchers</td>
<td>1 role, Kanban, 2 principles</td>
<td>Dynamic collaboration</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Kanban usage</td>
<td>Ad-hoc approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMOBILE</td>
<td>Valentin et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Undergrad., master, and doctoral students</td>
<td>Full Scrum</td>
<td>Transparency, motivation, soft-skills</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Rigorous process, incremental adoption</td>
<td>Possibly too large overhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLIIT</td>
<td>Manamendra et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Undergrad. students</td>
<td>3 roles, 4 events, 1 artifact</td>
<td>Student enjoyment, adaptability</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Weekly standups, focus on principles</td>
<td>Frequent reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser- lautern</td>
<td>Bunse et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Master and doctoral students</td>
<td>Full XP</td>
<td>Incremental deliver, not best for novices</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Focus on technical excellence</td>
<td>No take on work organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Credibility of methods (as judged by us), where “***” denotes a study with high data quality, “**” denotes a study with some limitations, and “*” denotes a study with significant data-wise limitations.
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The first two chapters have provided basic review of literature on Agile in general (Chapter 1) and how have applications of similar methods emerged in research initiatives across academia (Chapter 2).

We have not only seen that there are many heterogenous flavors of Agile, such as Scrum, Kanban, and Extreme Programming, but also that there are as many adaptations of each of these in academic settings as there are authors writing the case studies. Not only that, it also seems that there is no recognized universal set of guiding principles and/or elements from which the processes could be constructed (see Section 1.6).

Although the results vary, the trend in literature is clearly that introducing Agile does in fact improve several aspects of running a collaborative venture, such as engagement, efficiency of communication, productivity, and others.

This chapter of the thesis adds another entry into the pool of case studies by testing whether we could reproduce some of the benefits of Agile, as inspired primarily by the SCORE framework (see Subsection 2.2.1) and process at txtUML team (see Subsection 2.2.2) after executing it remotely and slightly tailoring it to our context at Laboratory of Service Systems (LabSeS) located in Brno, Czech Republic,

1. We will generally mean LabSeS when referring to a “laboratory” or simply a “lab” throughout the chapter.
under the administration of Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University, in which I have interned in Spring 2020 and Fall 2020 semesters.

The first section provides detailed background of the laboratory, such as information about the affiliated university, its research focus, brief historical timeline, its personal composition, or industrial partners of the laboratory. Motivations behind our need for change are explored, providing reasons for the hypotheses stated in the Methods section.

The second section describes the methods used in sufficient detail for the reader to assess validity and reproducibility of our results. The hypotheses are stated and data gathering mechanisms are explained in succession. Finally, statistical methods used to decide determine success versus failure are elaborated.

The third section describes design considerations following from the laboratory background which have led to a proposal of an agile process which we believed would be beneficial for our laboratory, and details the proposed process itself. We also trace down how we have implemented it in the laboratory in 2020 and 2021.

The fourth section presents the results based both on our perceptions and on quantitative data we have gathered from perception surveys. We also test hypotheses as stated in Methods section. Our lengthy discussions with management are summarized.

Finally, the fifth section summarizes all previous sections and formulates answers to our hypotheses.

### 3.1 Background of the Laboratory

*Faculty of Informatics (FI)*\(^2\) *at Masaryk University (MU)* employs over 280 staff members, out of which nearly 50 are professors and associate professors, and educates more than 2000 students at a given time. The faculty was founded in 1994 as the first informatics-only faculty in the Czech Republic. In addition to quality teaching, top research is carried out in almost twenty laboratories, often in cooperation with industrial partners of the faculty or companies based in the science and technology park directly on the FI campus.\(^{[58]}\)

Laboratory of Service Systems is one of these laboratories. The main research topic of the laboratory is a concept of "Smart Cities" – cities equipped with non-trivial implementation of information technologies improving efficiency of processes within the city, its habitability, and sustainability of its development. [60]

The laboratory, in pursuit of multidisciplinarity, cooperates with many partners at MU and foreign academic institutions and with industry partners in both private and public sectors. Internal academic partners include Studio of Graphic Design and Multimedia, Faculty of Economics and Administration and Faculty of Social Studies; external comprise of faculty renowned in the field of Service Science of Universities of Salerno, Naples, Bucharest, and Paris; municipalities in Czech Republic collaborating on specific Smart City service products include Zdár nad Sázavou, Dačice, Ořechov u Brna, and Lelekovice; and finally, ATTIS software s.r.o. is our leading private sector partner. [59]

Diploma theses include, among others, the open data portal, dashboards, web marketing and the citizen portal. Other, more methodological theses then generally deal with, for example, the Smart Cities strategy or implementation processes. [59]

The scope of the laboratory was previously broader. Smart Cities were just one section of three. Second section, “ERP Systems”, studying various implementations and applications of integrated software for planning resources such as iDempiere or Microsoft Business Central, is currently frozen. Finally, the third section “Data and Service Quality” focused on various aspects of data, has recently been disbanded due to its leading faculty resigning.

3.1.1 Demography

Core of the laboratory is formed by bachelor, master, and one or two doctoral students at FI MU. Although members fluctuate rapidly as they quit academia and enter the workforce or move abroad in an academic mobility program, the size of the laboratory has been

---

4. Median membership length is two semesters. This is typical for undergraduate student research initiatives (cf. txtUML team in Subsection 2.2.2).
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steadily growing. As of Spring Semester 2021, there are two active bachelor students, ten master students, and one doctoral student.

All students writing their theses under supervision of Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. are expected, by design, to engage within the laboratory. The level of engagement varies among students, but was universally very low as of Spring semester 2020. The typical student member spends 5 – 8 hours weekly at the laboratory, counting in the actual work on his or her final thesis. The number of hours is not, however, compulsory.

A special type of laboratory engagement is research internship, a part of some study programs at FI. The author of this thesis was an intern in Spring 2020 and Fall 2020 semesters and continues to participate actively, as the laboratory provides basis for this master thesis and, hopefully, one of more case studies for the following dissertation.

Since Spring 2020, there have been, on average, two master students interning at each given moment. The commitment to the laboratory for an intern works out to be about 18 – 20 hours weekly for two semesters, not including time spent on writing a final thesis if he or she is working on one (but all interns have been, as of this day). The internship at LabSeS is typically comprised of the following three broad categories of activities:

1. **managerial and administrative tasks**, such as organizing meetings and municipality visits, facilitating meetings, or managing laboratory-wide task-lists;

2. **technical support**, helping with implementing and maintaining technical solutions such as *Microsoft Excel* [61], *ATTIS* [62], or *VMware* [63], and supporting other laboratory members in their usage; and

3. **research**, an overarching category serving as a space for all both collaborative and independent research activities for interns who wish to gain deep understanding of the Smart City concepts and literature.
3. Recent History

The laboratory was founded in 2008 by RNDr. Zdenko Staníček, Ph.D., a key persona of Faculty of Informatics. In 2013, Ing. Leonard Wallentzký, Ph.D. has took over management of the laboratory. As both the name and the history imply, main focus was on Service Science – the change to Smart Cities came gradually around the year 2016. The name was not changed, however, as the topic is still largely viewed from the services viewpoint.\(^5\)

The important history starts around early 2020 with a large personal growth of the laboratory, demanding new and more adaptive approaches to organisation and management (see Figure 3.4 in Section 3.4). Moreover, we have gone into a full-remote way of working with outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic.

**Vision and Strategy.** It was imperative to create strong, explicit overarching direction and goals, which would unify the laboratory, before any meaningful change was to occur. For that, we have defined a Vision statement, i.e. a coherent description of long-term ambitions of the whole system, normally expressed through a single sentence. Vision statements are key drivers in commitment and motivation of members and competitive success. [64]

As designed, our Vision states:

“The goal is to build from the Laboratory of Service Systems in 4 years a renowned facility, collaborating with municipalities and companies dealing with Service Science (on the fields of Smart City and ERP systems), and assure lasting transfer of research results to applications and practice, including adequate grant financing.” [59]

To further foster culture of teamwork, explicit “Values and Rules” were defined:

“We cultivate team collaboration of all laboratory members, always seeking synergies, how to improve our work

---

5. “The general aim of the Laboratory of Service Systems (LabSeS) is to study possibilities of services provision and their IT support (which is similarly provisioned as a service), so that they bring maximal value to their users. [...].” [59]
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together. Bi-weekly meetings of the whole laboratory, during which we discuss such opportunities, help assure that. We follow the motto ‘Success of an individual is the success of the laboratory and vice versa.’ [...]”

The first step towards an unified laboratory, under whose name its members would be proud to publish, was communicating these verbalizations within the laboratory. We tried to create a compelling vision and values with which students could identify, to possibly reach a buy-in of the team.

Tool Support. The second element still missing in the laboratory was standardized toolchain, which would support communications and endeavors in the laboratory. As can be seen in e.g. Subsection 2.2.3, tooling is a critical element, which, if inadequate, may render many of Agile benefits futile. The list of software tools we have adopted follows.

1. **Intranet.** Previously, file-sharing and group chat capabilities of Microsoft Teams [65] were used as intranet. However, this solution was unscalable. We have thus migrated it in February 2020 to Microsoft Excel [61], a more robust tool with support of matrix user permissions, widget creation, wikis, and more.

2. **Group calling software.** We have kept the Microsoft Teams [65] for group video-calling. Nonetheless, we have made it much leaner by reducing the number of different Teams to two – one for all members and one for management only – and removed all functionality other than chat and call.

3. **Virtual Machines.** We have used VMware [63] before for administration of our virtual machine farm, and continued to do so. The difference was again in standardization (naming conventions, explicit responsible person, wikis in intranet, ...) and slimming down (several machines with arcane names and only legacy applications were shut down).

4. **Presentation.** Laboratory had minimal external marketing and presentation, mostly in the form of a subpage of webpages of
one study program at FI and promotions in courses led by Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. In spite of this, it was growing (see Subsection 3.1.3). However, this growth with inherent responsibilities warranted a better and more formal presentation. For that cause, our webpages https://seslab.fi.muni.cz/ [59] were created. They contain description of the laboratory, its history and research foci, lists of publications and theses, contacts for all members, a newsfeed, and more.  

Key attributes of the tools used are summarized in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool type</th>
<th>In 2019</th>
<th>In 2020+</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intranet</td>
<td>Microsoft Teams [65]</td>
<td>Microsoft Excel [61]</td>
<td>Migrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Calling SW</td>
<td>Microsoft Teams [65]</td>
<td>Microsoft Teams [65]</td>
<td>Removed redundancies, scheduled calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Machines</td>
<td>VMware [63]</td>
<td>VMware [63]</td>
<td>Standardized naming, created wiki in intranet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Webpages [59]</td>
<td>Created from scratch, newsfeed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3 Motivations for Change

The laboratory connects academicians and students sharing research field of interest in Service Science and Smart Cities. Nonetheless, our goal was more than “just” connecting people and aggregating their research results under an unifying name: the goal for the laboratory was to be itself the collaborating facility, i.e. to produce research itself in such a way that the outputs are superior to the sum of individual research initiatives (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). We have found that laboratory has had mostly star-shaped team topology centered around person of Ing.

6. Furthermore, the laboratory was getting marketed and promoted in a much more thorough and systematic manner since 2021, such as on Open days (see [66]), on conferences, trade fairs, social media, and so on.
Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D.: several students have been writing their own solo theses and minimalized their participation in the laboratory, which they regarded only as a necessary evil to receive the advisory. The potential value of the laboratory was thus compromised.

The Figure 3.2 represents the original topology. Factory and City symbols stand for laboratory business partners and partner municipalities, respectively. Lines display collaboration.

As the laboratory was steadily growing over the years from a small group to over 15 core members not including external collaborators (see Section 3.1), the time and attention requirements placed on the laboratory head grew accordingly. To publish consistently and to manage several students writing their theses is a difficult job, but publishing, advising over 10 students, and collaborating with several
private and public sector stakeholders is nearly impossible to manage. The sheer amount of work has put strong constraints on time schedule of Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D., as well as made it hard to provide individualized feedback in adequate amount and quality.

We thus had to find a new way of managing the research laboratory which would foster collaboration among its members, engagement and enthusiasm to work for and within the larger laboratory rather than independently, and distribute part of the workload from the central element among the laboratory. Not only that, this would improve collective creativity and enable knowledge transfer (see Section 2.1). Thus, the desired laboratory team topology was a much more enmeshed network, as depicted in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3: Network team topology (desired).](image)
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However, this task would not be so simple. Perhaps the most elementary reason was a very low motivation of students to engage anymore than necessary to graduate. Proactivity in choosing more projects or collaborating was virtually nonexistent. Laboratory held all-hands-on meetings, but irregularly, and a significant portion of the laboratory had always “other obligations” to tend to, as participation was not compulsory.

Furthermore, as there was this minimal motivation to start, the laboratory has been struggling to win projects and grant programs, which would allow for the work to be executed collaboratively. This has proven to be a self-fulfilling cycle. We thus wished to break out of the cycle by finding possible synergies enabling collaboration with what we had at hand to begin with, i.e. within the advised theses.

Indeed, there were repeating themes across the works which we could uncover and leverage. For example, technologies used, such as ATTIS, CKAN, or Metabase were prominent in several theses. Similarly, strategical partners of the laboratory such as specific municipalities often collaborated on a sequence of theses, rather than on a single one.

It thus became a priority to create an environment which would support the laboratory members in finding such synergies and motivating them to execute on them. The benefits would be profound and two-fold: first, there will be more informal knowledge transfer, improving motivation and satisfaction; second, workload will be lifted off Ing. Leonard Walletzky, Ph.D. as the single point of failure, a requirement we started off with.

3.2 Methods

At Laboratory of Service Systems, we are interested in testing whether we can reproduce, in our context, the following primary results of SCORE study (cf. Figure 2.1) by designing our own agile process:

1. improved perception of student-student interactions;

---

7. This happens when there is a positive feedback loop (i.e. amplifying itself) of a negative outcome. In this case, when we do not have enough motivated personnel to execute on grant programs, we do not win such programs. This further diminishes the appeal of such laboratory work and amplifies the lack of human resources.
2. improved advisor schedule and availability; and
3. improved productivity of meetings with advisor.

Various other process improvements will also be measured. The data of the case study come from the following two primary sources:

1. personal perceptions of the author and laboratory head, and
2. on-line surveys having both quantitative ordinal Likert items and free-text sections.

As I have been performing a research internship in the laboratory with the agile transformation as one of the goals, we have closely interacted on an informal basis with the laboratory head and advisor of this thesis, Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D., throughout my stay. For measurement of attitudes and opinions, Likert items and scales are one of the most popular choices nowadays since its conception in 1932 by Rensis Likert. Likert items present statements or factors to be rated by respondents on an ordinal scale, such as “Disagree”, “Neutral”, and “Agree”. Likert scales are then combination of results of all of the related Likert items, most commonly as a simple sum or average after encoding the answers as numbers. This, however, requires us to make not easily tenable assumption that all items have same weights. [67, 68, 69]

The described scale is a representative of an ordinal type of scale. Ordinal scales allow for ordering, but not comparing degrees of difference. There is no attempt to make the intervals of the scale equal in terms of some rule. For example, statements “Excellent student is three times as good as a Not bad student” or “Rarely and a half” make no sense at all (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Thus, the real differences between adjacent ranks may not be equal. [67, 68]

Since the numbers of this scale have only a rank meaning, the appropriate measure of central tendency is the median. Arithmetic

8. To compare, less number-like are nominal scales, i.e. categorical only, where any numerical encoding would be name only and best central tendency is the mode; while the next more number-like are interval data, allowing for differences and arithmetic means, and ratio data, allowing also for ratios and geometric means.
mean would make no formal sense, as well as the corresponding parametric tests (such as t-test). One of the most appropriate tests is the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test. The justifiability and robustness of “forgetting” the non-normal origin and using parametric tests on large enough samples is much debated in the literature. [68] We will err on the side of caution with the more rigorous approach of U test.

On-line platform Survio [70] was used for creating the surveys and gathering the results. The statistical analysis and graph generation was performed in the statistical software R [19].

3.3 Agile Transformation

The description of the agile process as we have conceptualized it based on SCORE framework (see Subsection 2.2.1) and process at txtUML team (see Subsection 2.2.2) follows, including the inputs we have taken into account when designing it and the actual implementation process.

3.3.1 Design Considerations

When selecting case studies from Chapter 2 as inspiration for Laboratory of Service Systems, we have used these three main criteria:

1. simplicity of the process;
2. improved student motivation and decreased load on faculty as primary results; and
3. research laboratory context with undergraduates as primary demography.

As follows from the comparisons made in Section 2.3, SCORE and processes at CECAN and txtUML best address the first point, SCORE, txtUML, and PROMOBILE best address the second point, and both SCORE and txtUML best address the third point. The choice was clear: synthesize SCORE and txtUML processes (as described in [15] and [16]) and tailor them to best fit our context.

The SCORE framework is based around frequent status reports, scheduling technical discussions only on demand, and creating sense
of community and a flat hierarchy, as described in Subsection 2.2.1. The benefits of increased flexibility of faculty schedules and increased insight into works of others is exactly what we seek. However, we will need to down-scale the status reports, as meeting thrice a week would not be attainable in our context, where undergraduate students often engage just a few hours a week.

For the txtUML process, as described in Subsection 2.2.2, we have identified several major limitations with its conception of roles and artifacts. Nonetheless, we highly appreciate how they approach meetings with the weekly meetings divided into several phases, which, when used together, create a better and more comprehensive report of current status. Similarly, usage of a Retrospective is seen as very adequate for an agile process, though we would welcome Retrospectives being a bit more frequent.

### 3.3.2 Agile Process Proposal

The process we have constructed has one scheduled event and one on demand event, accepts three roles we have started with but defines only a single new role, and recognizes no artifacts. The events are constructed to enable synchronization and tracking status between all lab members (as opposed to pairs advisor–student) and optimize time commitments to technical advisory. We did not specify any artifacts not only to keep the framework lean, but also due to the inherent heterogeneity, uncertainty, and novelty of research (see Section 2.1), rendering such constructs somewhat arbitrary in our largely non-developmental context.

**Biweekly Sync.** This is the only regular event we hold, with the goal to update everyone on current situation and synchronize. It occurs each second Wednesday between 5:00 PM and 6:00 PM and all laboratory members are expected to, but not required to attend. It is conducted through Microsoft Teams with everybody having his or her camera on to simulate face-to-face interaction. The event is often facilitated by the Scrum Master (author of the thesis, see later) and has the following agenda.
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1. **Laboratory News.** All news that are important to the group as a whole are presented, typically, but not exclusively by Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. The section typically takes between 10 – 15 minutes.

2. **Scrum.** Taking turns, all members answer the following questions:

   - “What did I do over the past two weeks?”
   - “What am I going to do over the next two weeks?”
   - “Is there anything that impedes or blocks my progress?”

   The Scrum is timeboxed to 15 minutes to encourage all contributions to be as high-level as possible. This helps the members to focus on key points and speak in non-technical way so that everybody can follow their progress. Moreover, it encourages the students to prepare their entry and distill the most important aspects before speaking. If an issue worth discussion arises, it is either postponed after the meeting if of manageable estimated complexity (say, 30 minutes), or an on-demand meeting is scheduled.

3. **Retrospective.** The last formal part of the meeting is discussion about the process, team, communication strategy, tooling, or anything else worth addressing from the “how we work” viewpoint. We have expected up to 20 minutes in this part, though it has been very often neglected as we were unable to provoke enough participation.

4. **Closing.** Finally, we thank everybody for joining and end the meeting. If there were issues identified during Scrum worth addressing at additional, but manageable detail, they are discussed in a smaller virtual rooms.\(^9\)

---

9. Disinterested parties leave, possibly to a parallel room if they have their own issues at hand. This is not to waste each other’s time.
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**On-demand Technical Meetings.** All issues that require deeper and more focused discussion get an on-demand meeting scheduled, with only a small number of attendees involved with the issue. These are most often, as expected, the standard one-on-one advisory meetings between a student and Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. However, many such meetings have also emerged as meetings of two or three students themselves, discussing a specific topic, helping themselves, or skill-sharing.

**Roles.** We define no new roles than what we have started with: standard members, interns, and faculty. We try to bring everyone on the same level within the laboratory (cf. Section 1.3), so that any difference between, if any, is implicit. The full palette of academic titles and ranks all members come to the laboratory with, we presumed, is discriminating enough as it is.

The role of **faculty** (or **laboratory head**), as played by Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D., is the functional responsible for the laboratory as well as the only one with the formal authority to advise students in writing their theses. To limit discrimination,\(^{10}\) I have advised him to act as much as a standard member in the meetings as possible, such as reporting in the Scrum as well, not immediately reacting to all issues presented from authority standpoint, and so on.

The role of **interns** is that of support service to others and has been thoroughly explained in Subsection 3.1.1.

Finally, my part as an author was regarded as a new role of a **Scrum Master**, as I was proposing, implementing, and facilitating the new process. Furthermore, the role had the standard responsibilities as described in Scrum: teaching Agile, facilitating meetings, coaching others in non-technicalities, and facilitating the removal of impediments. However, the influence of the role quickly faded out as our group quickly became self-organized and self-sufficient, not in need of a “designated” facilitator.\(^{11}\)

---

10. Significantly distinguishing the role inhibits students’ self-organization and inclination to report transparently on their problems and failures, among others.
11. As the greatest Scrum Master is the seemingly unnecessary and dispensable one. [71]
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Other elements. Inspired by both the SCORE and txtUML reports, we searched for ways to further foster collaboration and sense of community throughout the group. As co-locating the office or common restaurant visits were impossible due to the COVID-19 situation, we had very limited options. Nonetheless, we were able to leverage a Thesis Presentation for good results.

During the 1 – 2 hour long workshop, all members get a time-slot to present their thesis or work-in-progress and then receive feedback both on the content and delivery from everyone else. Students ready to graduate get a longer time-slot of about 25 minutes to mock the real thesis defense, while more junior students get a shorter slot to present what they have been working on, experimenting on, or reading, even if it is not yet in a form of a coherent writeup.

3.3.3 Adoption

Once we had vision, strategy, and tooling in place (see Subsection 3.1.2) and the first survey done (see Subsection 3.4.1), we were ready for the transition. This aligned very well with start of Fall 2020 semester, the new process was thus adopted at the time, i.e. beginning of November 2020 – see Figure 3.4. The adoption here generally refers to explanations of changes and scheduling of the regular meeting.

Our motivations and reasons for change were explained during the first meetings of the semester. Afterwards, all members were instructed in a series of short sessions about the new process. The sessions were kept light-weight and emphasized direct communication as the primary way how to get information or solve problems. However, the amount of instruction in total did not exceed about two hours, as we did not wish to have results skewed by some expectations of what “should happen.”

At the same time, the regular biweekly meetings were scheduled. They were still not made compulsory, however their importance in building collective excellence was emphasized on every occasion. Furthermore, it was communicated as an essential element of receiving thesis advisory, and if one wants to receive adequate quantity and quality, one should respect the common schedule.

The meetings were running by the agenda described, but we quickly found we have very limited inputs for the “News” and “Retrospec-
3.4 Results

The framework, as we have described it, is conceptually very simple, thus we have not expected too much. The original SCORE report did present an unambiguous improvement in all measured aspects, even
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if they were partially skewed by the way of collecting the ratings, and the txtUML report was also generally positive. As we had much lower commitment of laboratory members and had no face-to-face interactions nor community buy-in to begin with, we were skeptical.

However, the observed effects were massive. Students quickly embraced self-organization and proactively sought out resources and capacities which would help them solve their struggles. They started identifying synergies between themselves and organized discussions between themselves naturally, without guidance or presence of us. Furthermore, the regular reporting of progress remarkably improved the group’s accountability, as it was necessary to report progress in an incremental fashion, if one did not wish to give off an impression of slacking.

The product as observed by the laboratory head was no less impressive. From the time-saving perspective, schedule of Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. has became much freer, as it became apparent that the need for in-depth technical advisory meetings was much lower than previously understood – the regular collective biweekly cadence supplied enough synchronization not to require regular one-on-one cadences. This allowed for better preparation for advisory meetings (including the fact that meetings each now had pre-agreed, specific purpose), driving up the quality of the meetings as well as decreasing stress and cognitive load of frequent context-switching. More available time also translated to larger buffer for acquisition of new projects and continued laboratory growth. As per Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. own words, “I still have little time, but without Agile, it would all be utterly impossible.”

From the work quality perspective of our advisees, we have also observed a big shift. The regular cadence enabled much shorter timeframe between a student struggling and its identification by us, while the freer schedule enabled shorter timeframe between this identification and scheduled problem-solving technical meeting. Finally, to Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D.’s delight, there was a clear distinction between previous theses presentations he has been part of and those which had mock presentations delivered in the Thesis Presentation workshop.
Furthermore, all of these benefits were virtually free. After the initial launch, which required some capacity of the Scrum Master, the train continued to accelerate by itself, quickly phasing the role out.

### 3.4.1 Student Survey Design

We have chosen to administer a survey first to assess the original situation before we would start implementing any changes. The survey was inspired by, but not identical, to the survey administered in the original SCORE report. This was designed as such to allow for a high degree of comparison between our and their studies, while allowing us to draw out some additional information appropriate for our laboratory.

Students\(^\text{12}\) were asked in May 2020 to think about the last month before going fully remote due to the emergent COVID-19 pandemic, i.e. about February 2020 (please refer to Figure 3.4). At the time, we had no idea how the situation will develop. During the survey, 5 student lab members out of 7 participated.

We have not really escaped this predicament up to this day. As we were unable and also mostly highly unwilling to have a face-to-face meeting since March 2020, all Agile had to be consequently conceptualized, executed, and evaluated in the virtual (remote) world. The second survey in April 2021 thus asked about the remote work in the past three months in 2021, i.e. about January through March 2021. During the survey, 8 student lab members out of 10 have participated. One of them was not writing a final thesis, thus questions about thesis were filled out only by 7 respondents.

The survey was administered in Czech language in the first run; the second run was translated to English. We have also increased the level of detail in a few of the questions – see two new questions in Figure 3.9 and greater detail in Figure 3.14.

The survey was short (mean fill-out time was 3 minutes and 34 seconds) and anonymous. It contained rating questions, choice questions, and free-text; however the free-text questions were mostly left unanswered. The few answers we got in the first survey mostly re-

---

\(^{12}\) Three collaborators from Faculty of Economics and Administration also participated in the first survey run. However, it became apparent from their answers that they do not identify as laboratory members. As the thesis focuses mostly on internal affairs of the laboratory, the answers were subsequently discarded.
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involved around laboratory head not having enough time and his long response rates.

3.4.2 Thesis Sentiment

The results for the thesis questions in the first run of the survey, depicted in Figure 3.5, in which students were asked to rate quality of interactions with and availability of their advisor, fellow students, and other consultants, and various attributes of their theses, were mostly in line with our observations and expectations: productivity and motivation had lowest medians at “Not bad”, while whiskers of quality of interactions with advisor and their frequency bottomed out at “Very poor” ratings, based on the inundation of the advisor stemming from the large laboratory and overhead. However, the comparatively high perceptions about availability and quality of interactions with fellow students surprised us.

![Figure 3.5: Boxplot of thesis sentiment. May 2020, n = 5.](image)

Although we expected some improvements in the second run of the survey, as we have seen improvements across many of process aspects and gathered some informal feedback, the real amplitude of sentiment difference surprised us when comparing the answers. Not a single median was lower in 2021 than in 2020 – see Figure 3.6 and
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Figure 3.7 – closely resembling the results of the SCORE report, what we did not think would be possible attaining. The largest differences observed were with quality of interactions with advisor and with motivation to write.

Figure 3.6: Boxplot of thesis sentiment. April 2021, $n = 7$.

Figure 3.7: Differences of medians of thesis sentiments.
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3.4.3 Laboratory Sentiment

To compare, perceptions about functioning of the laboratory were less varied, mostly converging around the medians.

![Boxplot of laboratory sentiment. May 2020, n = 5.]

![Boxplot of laboratory sentiment. April 2021, n = 8.]

Figure 3.8: Boxplot of laboratory sentiment. May 2020, n = 5.

Figure 3.9: Boxplot of laboratory sentiment. April 2021, n = 8.
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We have not included the first two questions – rate how lab helped with increasing your skills and quality of your thesis – in the first survey, thus the missing data in Figure 3.8.

All of the questions had higher medians after the Agile transformation, with the largest difference of 2.5 points in the overall experience – see Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. Once again, these differences were by far out of expected proportions.

![Figure 3.10: Differences of medians of laboratory sentiments.](image)

3.4.4 Optimal Meeting Frequency

We have inquired students about how often they would optimally like to meet, with results shown in Figure 3.11. The answers before the implementation had covered all choices between once a week to once per semester. It was obvious that these answers were based on the lower motivations to engage and we could not take them into account too much when designing our process – they clearly were not advising us on attainable meeting frequency.

This phenomenon can however be explained by the simple fact that students were asked such questions much earlier than they were...
instructed what benefits more frequent synchronizations could bring, and thus saw no value in them.

However, the new opinions from April 2021 in Figure 3.12 about preferred meeting frequency showed completely different data. The implemented biweekly frequency had overwhelming 75% representation, as can be seen in Figure 3.12, while the only remaining 25% all asked for even more frequent meetings (!), all without us setting the attendance compulsory. This suggests that either we have planned, executed, and facilitated the meetings very well, or that the mere consistency and rhythm was beneficial.

All in all, the answers for this single question backed up our hopes that students enjoyed working in the new process.
3.4.5 Engagement

Perhaps the most impressive of all the sections of the survey were the interests of students in participation in laboratory activities. Where before none were interested in advising fellow students, authoring a paper, or participating in lab presentation (see Figure 3.13), we now had 29% of respondents advising fellow students, 57% co-authoring or interested in co-authoring a paper, and whopping 86% of respondents interested in helping present the laboratory, as presented on Figure 3.14. Especially the latest fact of interest in presenting laboratory was not yet leveraged, left until now only to Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. and interns.

In the first survey, we did not differentiate between “interested in” and “participating”. This more detailed choice was added only later, when we saw many students engaging and curious.

![Figure 3.13: Participation or interest in different activities within laboratory. May 2020, n = 5.](image)
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3.4.6 Summary of Results

As we established in Section 3.2, we will be using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test to test whether answers in the first and second surveys had different distributions. Furthermore, we are interested only in testing whether we have in fact improved (as medians imply), thus we will be using single-tailed variant of the test.

The Table 3.2 summarizes tests of all previously presented results. In the “Engagement” group we have not differentiated between “participating” and “interested in”, rather we have grouped these together and tested against “not interested.”

The distributions of quality of advisor interactions, advisor availability, quality of thesis, productivity, motivation, and overall experience of writing a thesis, as well as overall experience with being a member of the laboratory differed statistically significantly. Furthermore, inclination to co-author a Smart City paper differed statistically significantly and to represent laboratory differed highly statistically significantly.

Figure 3.14: Participation and interest in different activities within laboratory. April 2021, $n = 8$. 
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Table 3.2: Statistical significance of improvement in attitudes between May 2020 and April 2021 in accordance to various factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>DM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Signif.&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advisor Quality</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisor Availability</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Quality</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Availability</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant Quality</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant Availability</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of thesis</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Thesis</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfillment of Expectations</td>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Laboratory</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write thesis</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advise fellow students</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get involved with</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>municipalities</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart City paper co-authorship</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different paper co-authorship</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participate in lab</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Difference of medians  
<sup>b</sup> Significance level (single-tailed) of different distributions

### 3.5 Discussion

We have been able to statistically significantly improve perceptions of student-advisor interactions, which corresponds to schedule observations of Ing. Leonard Walletzký, Ph.D. himself. However, we were not able to improve student-student interactions. This is probably due to
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the fact that these were rated unexpectedly high even in the first run of the survey.

Furthermore, many other aspects of Laboratory of Service Systems have improved due to, or in parallel with, the new agile process, such as motivation and productivity during thesis writing, as well the overall experience. We have also succeeded in motivating students to co-author papers or participate in laboratory presentation.

Overall, the results were a magnitude larger than we have expected, while the changes to our work were relatively minor: meet a bit often, have a facilitator, observe the process. As maintenance of the process has only low overhead and we are now used to it, we do not see any benefit today in changing or discontinuing the observance of the process.
Conclusion

The goal of the thesis was to review contemporary research on the application of agile frameworks originating in the Software Engineering industry and to implement a tailored agile process at Laboratory of Service Systems, Faculty of Informatics, Masaryk University.

After the necessary introductions to Agile in the industry provided in the first chapter, we have analyzed and compared six case studies of the application of Agile in academic context: SCORE at Maryland University, Agile Methodology at txtUML, Distributed Scrum at CE-CAN, Full Scrum at PROMOBILE, Undergraduate research projects at SLIIT, and finally Kaiserlautern’s XP seminar. These case studies captured the full flavor of contemporary approaches to Agile in academia, trying to solve many challenges therein.

Based on our findings, we have synthesized an agile framework to be applied in research initiatives with low compulsory commitments, as was the case of Laboratory of Service Systems. The requirements of such an environment are clear: be simple, lightweight, and enjoyable to engage in. Expected benefits of such a framework are to distribute load from a central element of the team topology throughout the group and to foster a sense of community, motivating the group to engage together and commit together.

The agile process was implemented at our laboratory and the results were measured by short anonymous surveys of student perceptions and attitudes two semesters after the adoption. Quantitative sections about thesis and laboratory attitudes were based on 5-point Likert scale items, and 12 out of the 13 questions had improved their answer medians. The largest median differences were observed in quality of interactions with the advisor by 2 points, motivation during writing of thesis by 2 points, and overall satisfaction with laboratory membership by 2.5 points.

Answers to these questions – quality of interactions with advisor, motivation, and membership satisfaction – had statistically significantly different distributions as per single-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U test, as furthermore had perceptions of advisor availability, quality of theses, overall writing experience, and affinities to co-author Smart City papers or actively represent the laboratory. On the other
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hand, we were not able to improve perceptions of student-student
interactions, possibly due to relatively high ratings given even prior
to the agile transformation.

The transformation was very successful. Further work at Laboratory of Service Systems could focus either on drawing into Agile
all collaborators, such as other faculty or municipalities, or on un-
covering more opportunities for synergy among team members in a
more rigorous fashion so that students would have more incentives to
cooperate and further distribute the load throughout the network of
the laboratory. Furthermore, the same process could be implemented
at one or more other research groups to confirm its effectiveness on a
larger set of laboratories.

The fact that application of practices coming from Agile, such as
forcing periodic group meetings, gathering feedback, leveling out
the student-faculty relationship, and working on cadence, brings on
such a wide array of improvements, such as improved transparency,
teamwork, consistency, motivation, and communication dynamics
shows excellent potential for future use of Agile in academia.

However, what Agile truly is, in which contexts it is beneficial, and
what aspects of it drive its success remain largely unknown. Future
works should also focus on systematization of the ample amount of
case studies that can be found in literature, such as on categorization
of processes, listing of possible elements of Agile, and standardization
of the forms of data acquisition and analysis. These results could then
feed into multidisciplinary collaborations with Psychology, Sociology,
and other disciplines to create unifying theories. These will, once the
digital revolution is over, fondly remember Agile as the historical
precursor to addressing common societal problems in the workforce.
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